of fundamental science. Professor Lahiri's team, for the first time, proposed indirect production route of 163 Ho via nat Dy/ 163 Er and 159 Tb/ 163 Er reactions to increase the yield of 163 Ho by orders of magnitude to help neutrino studies.
He carried out most of his basic Nuclear Chemistry work using medium energy accelerators in Mumbai and Kolkata and complemented it by collaborating with international institutions such as CERN, GSI, Heidelberg University, Institute of Modern Physics in China, TU Munich, ATOMKI Hungary, TU Delft, ETH Switzerland, and others. His team for the first time unveiled the total radionuclide inventory produced by bombardment of 1.4 GeV proton on thick lead-bismuth target.
In a nutshell, Prof. Lahiri's wide research interest is reflected in about 190 publications in international journals, and 250 reports in international and national conferences. He made contributions in ten books. He has received several national and international awards. He is a member of distinguished reviewers' board of JRNC since 2005. He has supervised 11 PhD and 26 MSc theses so far. In recognition of his contribution in Nuclear Chemistry, The University of Calcutta conferred the highest academic honor, namely DSc degree, upon him in 2009. The title of his DSc dissertation was ''Production and separation of carrier free radionuclides''. Recently Indian Chemical Society bestowed him ''Acharya J. C Ghosh Memorial Award'' for the year 2014.
It is indeed a pleasure to honor Prof. Susanta Lahiri with the Hevesy Medal Award 2015 for his outstanding contributions on heavy ion induced radioisotope production, tracer packet technique, converter targets, and green chemistry.
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